
Priorities week beginning 30th March 

 

 

Plot 1 Some weeds are showing through the compost which has been laid on the no dig beds, 

perhaps any visible weeds need to be forked out now? 

 

The area partly covered in green manure may need rotovating? Weed control on paths?? 

 

 

Plot 2. Brassica and swede, it would greatly facilitate the preparation of this plot if it could be 

rotovated, left for a week or so for weeds to show then cleaned by raking. 

 

The brassica seed have only just been sown in the wee Polytunnel and it will be some time 

before they are planted out but we need to keep the ground weed free in the meantime. 

Perhaps we could lay some membrane, which we have in the machine shed, over raked 

sections? 

 

NB this plot needs to be limed this year. 

 

 

Plot 3 Tatties do nothing till tatties arrive sometime next week then plant with dibbers mid-

April in furrows marked with canes.  

 

 

Plot 4 Legumes, as with plot 2, rotovate and rake a week or two apart, we could then plant 

some broad beans directly into the soil which should have warmed up by then. 

 

 

Plot 5 Allium. We have covered half the plot with membrane, unfortunately the furrows were 

not consistent enough to save us having to dig a trench to hold it down.  So I think the best 

plan is to dig a trench to receive the last length of membrane on the leftmost section of the 

plot (looking south) 

 

Laying the membrane is tricky.  We plan to lay the last section together once the trenches are 

dug.  It would help if the trench to anchor it on the left side next to the path between plots 

4/5.could be dug. 

 

We can start planting onions in the membrane which has been laid, but cover with netting to 

stop the pigeons and crows pulling them out. They are gathering in anticipation! 

 

 

Plot 6a The narrow plot next to the Kitchen Garden needs raking for planting spinach. 

 

 

Plot 7 Seems prepared for a variety of crops in no dig beds, weed control on paths? 

 

 

Plot 8 Needs cleaning by digging and rotovating then raking smooth to eventually sow green 

manure. 
 


